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Recognition of the nucleic acid bases within the DNA scaffold comprises the basis for transmission of genetic
information, dictating protein and cell assembly, organismal development, and evolution. Driven in part by
the need to test our current understanding of this information transfer, chemists have begun to design and
synthesize nonnatural bases and base pair structures to mimic the function of DNA without relying on
Nature’s purine-pyrimidine base pair scaffold. Multiple examples have been recently described that self-
assemble stably and sequence specifically in vitro, and some isolated unnatural base pairs can be replicated
in vitro as well. Moreover, recent experiments with unnatural bases in bacterial cells have demonstrated
surprisingly efficient reading of the chemical information. This suggests the future possibility of redesigning
and replacing the chemical information of an evolving cell while retaining biological function.242 Chemistry & Biology 16, March 27, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedgain a better understanding of natural nu-
cleic acids, and their crucial roles in the
context of cellular function. Beyond this
basic science, the knowledge gained
from understanding a genetic system on
a chemical level allows for design of
components that might have modified or
enhanced functionality, such as a means
of reporting on a particular biological
event, or a better design of DNA recogni-
tion scaffolds, or an important assay for
detection of disease.
Although the chemical modification of
DNA has long been studied, research on
DNA base modifications is a newer field.
The design of replacements for the
sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA has
proceeded for three decades and has
yielded many successes, which have
been reviewed elsewhere (Eschenmoser,
1999, and references therein). In con-
trast, the topic at hand here is on
the chemical information encoded by
the structures of DNA bases, leaving the
sugar-phosphate backbone alone. In this
review we outline recent accomplish-
ments in creating nonnatural nucleic
acid bases and base pairs, and des-
cribe efforts toward alternative genetic
systems that contain them. We also
outline both the basic scientific informa-
tion and the technological benefits that
have resulted from observing their func-
tion in vitro and more recently, in living
systems.approaches from both fields, ultimately
seems likely, because the approaches
and goals are often the same: altering
natural components in living (or lifelike)
systems, and exploiting their properties
for biotechnology and medicine. At the
same time, as Feynman would have
recognized, we test and refine our knowl-
edge of how biological systems work.
The biology-inspired approach has long
been integral in furthering our under-
standing of the natural genetic molecule
(DNA) and its interaction with proteins.
Since Watson and Crick, chemists have
been inspired to ask what it is that makes
DNA so unique, and explore whether alter-
native architectures for transmitting bio-
logical information can exist. With
advances in organic synthesis, analytical
techniques, and solid phase chemistry,
and in combination with modern biochem-
ical and biological methods, an increasing
number of research labs have synthesized
nonnatural nucleic acid base and base
pair architectures designed to mimic,
complement, or even replace the natural
structures. The work has enabled the
exploration of these fundamental ques-
tions, and application of the chemical
and biological insight is leading to biotech-
nological advances.
Why Modify DNA Bases?
By designing new replacements for DNA
bases, and observing their functions, weWhat I cannot build, I cannot under-
stand.
—Richard P. Feynman
The exquisitely organized complexity of
biological systems has been a longstand-
ing curiosity both of biologists and chem-
ists. However, the two disciplines have
commonly taken different approaches to
studying the machinery that gives cells
their function. Biologists have often taken
a ‘‘top down’’ approach, for example by
taking a cell type and removing or altering
genes, observing the effect on living cell
function. In contrast, chemists are often
drawn to a ‘‘bottom up’’ strategy, in which
the smallest molecular components (such
as amino acids or enzyme cofactors) are
altered and examined outside the cell;
this approach started as the field called
biomimetic chemistry (Breslow, 1972).
This dichotomy between biologists and
chemists is also evident in the emerging
discipline of synthetic biology (Rawls,
2000; Benner, 2005), in which biological
engineers design and swap pathways
between different living systems, whereas
chemists have been working on design of
new components, building upward toward
biological function. However, chemistry
laboratories are increasingly adopting
biological methods, and so the ability to
probe/mimic the machinery of a living cell
on a chemical level is being increasingly
realized. A meeting in the middle, using
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CrosstalkFigure 1. Examples of Base Pairs Designed to Augment the Natural Genetic Set
Their dimensions are close to those of natural Watson-Crick pairs. R represents deoxyribose.Prudent demonstrated this as a third
base pair for the polymerase chain reac-
tion (PCR) (Johnson et al., 2004), which
demands high base pair fidelity. In these
experiments, up to 96% fidelity per cycle
was attained, and errors from mispairing
during replication were found to be due
to oxidation and tautomerization of the
unnatural analogs (Switzer et al., 1993).
To ameliorate this, Benner designed
thymidine analogs that still base pair effi-
ciently with natural adenine, but due to
steric bulk of a thiocarbonyl no longer
mispair with the undesired isoG enol
tautomer (Sismour and Benner, 2005).
Recently, retaining the same shuffled
hydrogen bonding pattern, Benner and
colleagues have designed a new base
pair between a nitropyridone (dZ) and a tri-
aza-isoG (dP) that improves upon these
problems as well (Yang et al., 2007).
The aforementioned analogs have yet
to be incorporated into living cells and
evaluated for their potential to expand
the genetic code for in vivo translation.
However, the orthogonality of such unnat-
ural base pairs to natural DNA has been
exploited elegantly in biotechnology.
Currently, the isoC-isoG base pair is
used as part of an amplification assay in
clinics to monitor viral load of hepatitisReason #1: Expanding the Genetic
Lexicon
One goal of redesigning the DNA base
pair architecture is to expand the informa-
tion-encoding capability of DNA. To date
this has been done, for the most part, in
the context of DNA, with new base pairs
being designed to function alongside the
natural pairs (Figure 1). Such new pairs
can function as selective hybridizing
groups that do not pair with natural bases,
or as selective encoders for incorporation
of reporters into RNA, or as additions to
the genetic code, leading to proteins with
novel functionality. Design and synthesis
of new, orthogonal base pairs capable
of functioning similarly to, and in context
of, the natural DNA scaffold has been
a topic of extensive research since the
late 1980s.
In this regard, pioneering work from the
Benner laboratory has yielded new base
pairs in which the hydrogen bonding
arrangement is different than the canon-
ical Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding
motif of the natural bases (Switzer et al.,
1989). The earliest of these designs, the
isoG-isoC base pair, was shown by Ben-
ner to be both replicated and translated
correctly in vitro (Piccirilli et al., 1990).
With practical applications in mind,Chemistry & Biology 16, March 27, 200patients (Collins et al., 1997). The high
signal-to-background of the assay relies
on the design of capture probes contain-
ing unnatural bases, thereby eliminating
false positives caused by accidental
binding to cellular DNA, which does not
recognize the unnatural bases. Prudent
has also applied the isoC/isoG bases in
sensitive real-time PCR quantification
(Moser et al., 2003) using endonuclease
activity to report on sequence.
In contrast to the approach of rearrang-
ing the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds,
others have eliminated base pair
hydrogen bonding altogether. Over
a decade ago, Kool and coworkers
described the concept of nonpolar nucle-
oside isosteres (Schweitzer and Kool,
1994); examples included difluorotoluene
(dF) and 4-methylbenzimidazole (dZ),
which are hydrophobic, non-hydrogen-
bonding base analogs of natural thymi-
dine and adenine, respectively. These
analogs were shown to form selective
pairs with one another, and helped to
reveal the important roles of base-base
and base-solvent interactions in the
stability and selectivity of pairing in DNA
(Schweitzer and Kool, 1995). Results of
pairing studies of nonpolar base analogs
demonstrated that selective base pairing
can also be achieved by shape comple-
mentarity and hydrophobic effects (Lai
et al., 2004). These nonpolar isosteres
have been extensively studied both in
DNA alone and in relation to DNA-protein
recognition in multiple contexts, including
topoisomerases (Yakovleva et al., 2006),
DNA repair enzymes (Chepanoske et al.,
2000; Francis et al., 2003; Kirby et al.,
2005), and DNA polymerases (Moran
et al., 1997; Morales and Kool, 1998,
2000; Potapova et al., 2006; Mizukami
et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2006; Lee et al.,
2008).
The roles of stacking, hydrophobic
effects, solvation, and steric effects were
more recently demonstrated in the Kool
laboratory with pairs that were both selec-
tive and in some cases, as stable as
natural Watson-Crick pairs. Examples
include the ‘‘pairing’’ of a synthetic pyrene
nucleoside and an abasic site (Matray and
Kool, 1998), as well as superhydrophobic
fluorous pairs (Lai et al., 2004; Lai and
Kool, 2005). In both cases, the unnatural
bases preferred pairing with their de-
signed partners relative to any of the
natural bases within the framework of9 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 243
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CrosstalkFigure 2. Examples of DNA Base Replacements that Have Been Used for Probing
Nucleobase Recognition Mechanisms244 Chemistry & Biology 16, March 27, 2009useful hydrophobic third base pair for
DNA (Leconte et al., 2008).
Also utilizing the principles of shape
complementarity and close hydrophobic
packing, Hirao and coworkers were able
to show highly efficient PCR amplification
of an unnatural pair added to DNA using
a 7-(2-thienyl)-imidazo(4,5-b)pyridine (Ds)
and a pyrrole-2-carbaldehyde (Pa) base
pair (Hirao et al., 2006). Even more im-
pressively, Hirao designed an additional
unnatural RNA nucleotide that selectively
pairs with Pa, thereby allowing the ampli-
fied DNA to be transcribed. This method
offers great potential for selective incor-
poration of unnatural bases and other
functionalities into RNA. In one example,
Hirao successfully incorporated a fluores-
cent unnatural base at specific sites into
RNA as a tool for studying RNA secondary
structure (Kimoto et al., 2007).
Although the Ds-Pa base pair functions
well in in vitro amplification and transcrip-
tion, the modified amidotriphosphates
required for optimal base pair selectivity
were found to slow the PCR process. To
address this, a 2-nitropyrrole base analog
(Pn) was designed, which better pairs with
Ds, thereby outcompeting the previously
observed mispair with natural adenine.
After 20 cycles of PCR amplification usingDNA. Interestingly, the Klenow fragment
(Exo-) of E. coli DNA polymerase I was
able to selectively and efficiently process
such pairs; for example, the nucleoside
triphosphate derivative of pyrene nucleo-
side was efficiently incorporated opposite
an abasic sugar (Matray and Kool, 1999).
In the last decade, several laboratories
have explored hydrophobic nucleobase
analogs as a viable solution for expansion
of the genetic alphabet. Not only can such
pairs be stable, but they also commonly
have the advantage that their pairing
with the more polar natural bases is unfa-
vorable as a result of strong desolvation
costs. Prominent examples have come
from the laboratories of Romesberg and
of Hirao, both of which have made
multiple successful contributions on this
front. Romesberg has synthesized an
impressive array of hydrophobic bases,
a number of which show selective base
pair formation relying on hydrophobic
packing, and a few of which are excep-
tionally stable (Leconte et al., 2006; Mat-
suda et al., 2006). An important recent
example is a methyl methoxybenzene
(MMO2)5-methylthioisocarbostyril (5SICS)
base pair, which could be efficiently in-
serted and extended by the Klenow frag-
ment, making MMO2-5SICS a potentiallyª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedVent Exo- polymerase, less than 1%
mutation rate was observed, making the
Ds-Pn base pair even more promising as
a third base pair for DNA (Kimoto et al.,
2008).
Reason #2: Building Tools for
Studying Biological Mechanisms
Unnatural nucleic acid bases have been
useful not only in imparting novel function
to DNA, but also in probing interactions
within DNA itself. Unnatural nucleosides
have been integral in determining the
forces and mechanisms essential in base
pairing, which is of course required for
transfer of genetic information in a cell.
Because many diseases can be traced to
errors in this information transfer, it is
important to understand the mechanisms
of base pair recognition in this process,
not only in vitro, but also in vivo.
Several dozens of base analogs have
been reported to date as tools for investi-
gating these steric, shape, and electro-
static effects in both DNA and RNA
(Figure 2). For example, Berdis has
synthesized substituted indole analogs
and found pi-surface area to be a prime
factor in base pair insertion during DNA
polymerization and translesion synthesis
by bacteriophage T4 polymerase (Zhang
et al., 2005, 2006). Using substituted
benzimidazole analogs, Engels and
Kuchta concluded that hydrophobics,
electronics, and sterics cannot alone
regulate polymerization of DNA by poly-
merase a and Klenow fragment (Kincaid
et al., 2005). Engels also described
a number of fluorobenzenes and fluoro-
benzimidazoles that were used to investi-
gate electrostatic effects of base pairing
in RNA (Parsch and Engels, 2000). In
one study, it was found that the fluori-
nated bases prefer to pair with them-
selves relative to the natural bases, similar
to results seen by Kool in DNA (Schweit-
zer and Kool, 1995; Lai et al., 2004). Da-
visson collected evidence on the roles of
sterics and electrostatics in DNA
synthesis using azole carboxamide base
analogs (Paul et al., 2003). McLaughlin
has designed analogs lacking minor
groove hydrogen bond acceptors to
explore the roles of minor groove solva-
tion in DNA stability (Woods et al., 2003).
Also in this light, ongoing work with
nonpolar nucleoside analogs of varying
shape and size has shown that steric
effects can be critical in the biology of
DNA replication. Kim and Kool reported
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Genetic Sets
All have sizes larger than Watson-Crick pairs.formed replication bypass experiments
in E. coli with a single-stranded M3 phage
containing a synthetic insert having the
nonpolar nucleoside isosteres dQ (a de-
oxyadenosine isostere) or difluorotoluene
dF (thymidine isostere) (Delaney et al.,
2003). By counting phage progeny, it
was found that dF and dQ are moderately
to modestly bypassed by polymerases
under normal conditions, and when an
SOS response was induced, both iso-
steres were efficiently bypassed. More
remarkably, a base composition assay
showed that replication occurred with
insertion of the correct Watson-Crick
partner opposite the unnatural bases
under both SOS induced and noninduced
conditions. These observations show that
it is possible to retain biological function
with unnatural nucleobase components,
and also suggested the importance of
DNA base shape (in opposed to hydrogen
bonding alone) as a prime determinant of
fidelity in vivo.
Essigmann and Kool followed this study
with an in vivo evaluation of steric effects,
using the variably sized thymidine
nonpolar isostere series previously re-
ported by Kim. Phage replication experi-
ments in E. coli demonstrated that the
cellular replicative machinery preferreda series of nonpolar isostere analogs of
thymidine with systematically varying
size, where the 2,4 carbonyl oxygens
were replaced by -H, -F, -Cl, -Br, and -I
(Kim and Kool, 2005). Studies with this
series pointed out a marked size prefer-
ence during replication by Klenow frag-
ment, with efficiency reaching a sharp
maximum at the Cl analog (Kim et al.,
2005). Sintim tested related analogs with
similar size but with varying shapes, and
also found large kinetic effects of shape
during DNA polymerization (Sintim and
Kool, 2006). The studies showed that
steric effects around the incipient base
pair are large enough in magnitude to
explain most of the selectivity that occurs
during DNA replication.
Although modifying the chemical parts
of DNA to probe DNA structure and
recognition in vitro has proven beneficial,
these studies are not necessarily a good
predictor for how unnatural nucleobases
will be tolerated in a living cell, where
multiple polymerases, repair mecha-
nisms, and biological pathways are at
play. To date there are very few studies
in which unnatural bases have been intro-
duced into a living system while retaining
functionality. Essigmann and Kool
achieved this in 2003 when they per-Chemistry & Biology 16, March 27, 2009the slightly larger-than-natural dichloroto-
luene analog, with a steep drop off in effi-
ciency and fidelity for analogs containing
substituents smaller (H, F) or larger (Br, I)
than Cl. This showed a marked steric
dependence for DNA replication in vivo,
and also led to the suggestion that high-
fidelity polymerases have more steric
room than necessary, perhaps to allow
for evolutionary variation (Kim et al., 2005).
Nonpolar nucleoside isosteres continue
to prove useful as tools for probing biolog-
ical mechanisms and interactions. More
recently, two laboratories at Alnylam and
at Stanford have independently used di-
fluorobenzene ribonucleoside derivatives
to test electrostatic requirements of
sequence recognition in RNA interference
(Xia et al., 2006; Somoza et al., 2006).
Interestingly, the Watson-Crick hydrogen
bonding requirement varied strongly
along the sequence, and at some sites it
was found that this bonding is not
required to maintain activity in RNA inter-
ference (RNAi) in HeLa cells. The origins of
selectivity and activity in RNA interference
are complex and are still not well under-
stood; thus future research involving
a variety of nucleic acid analogs will be
invaluable in understanding RNAi.
Reason #3: Designing Alternative
Genetic Systems
Most if not all of the unnatural bases
mentioned above were designed to func-
tion within the context and geometry of
the natural genetic system. Thus they
maintain a general size and shape that
fits well next to purine-pyrimidine pairs.
However, recently an alternative strategy
has begun to be explored. In this new
approach, researchers are asking
whether all of the natural base pairs of
DNA can be replaced, giving rise to an
entirely new genetic set not confined by
the geometry of the natural Watson-Crick
base pairs (Figure 3). Designing an alter-
native genetic set (and ultimately, a func-
tioning genetic system) can be useful in
exploring nature’s evolutionary arrival at
the structure of DNA for storage of genetic
information. This allows one to address
some very basic questions: Can other
base pair architectures assemble and
function similarly to DNA? Do we know
enough about DNA to design a similar
information-storing system from novel
chemical parts?
In this context, Kool and coworkers
have extensively explored base pairing,ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 245
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alternative genetic set with size-
expanded geometry (xDNA) (Liu et al.,
2003; Krueger et al., 2007). This genetic
set is composed of eight bases with four
types of pairings. Each of the pairs
contains a size-expanded base that
resembles a natural purine or pyrimidine,
but has its Watson-Crick pairing edge
shifted outward by the insertion of
a benzene ring (Leonard et al., 1976; Liu
et al., 2004, 2005a). This gives rise to
base pairs with a 2.4 A˚ larger C10-C10
backbone distance than natural DNA. In
xDNA, benzopurines pair with natural
purines, and benzopyrimidines pair with
natural purines, making the eight-letter
set orthogonal to natural DNA. Because
there are eight letters, the information en-
coding potential of xDNA is exponentially
larger than that of DNA. Kool has found
that whereas a single expanded base
pair in natural DNA is destabilizing, helices
composed entirely of size-expanded
base pairs are more stable than natural
DNA, because of more favorable base
stacking (Liu et al., 2005b; Gao et al.,
2005). In addition, the expanded DNA
bases are brightly fluorescent (Krueger
and Kool, 2008), a property virtually
absent in natural DNA.
Although the xDNA genetic set is only
one component of a potentially alternative
genetic system (which also would require
machinery for replication), the insight
gained from these experiments has shed
light on the tolerance of the natural phos-
phodiester backbone toward alternative
pairing geometries that might be capable
of genetic information storage. Recently,
Kool has explored other expanded geom-
etries (such as one termed ‘‘wide DNA’’
[yDNA]) (Lu et al., 2004; Lee and Kool,
2005) and has even shown that duplex
assembly is possible with base pairs con-
taining naphtho-homologated pyrimi-
dines paired with purines (yyDNA) (Lee
and Kool, 2006). Thus it appears that the
natural phosphodiester backbone of
DNA can be quite tolerant of different
base pair sizes, as long as they are all
congruent in their geometry.
Other laboratories have also experi-
mented with altering the intermolecular
backbone distance in DNA. Battersby
has observed antiparallel, selective Wat-
son-Crick-like duplex formation of oligo-
nucleotides composed entirely of purines
(Battersby et al., 2007). In this scaffold,246 Chemistry & Biology 16, March 27, 2009the pairing partner for natural adenine is
hypoxanthine (H), and for guanine, an
N3-H tautomer of isoG (J). The demon-
stration of an all-purine duplex is inter-
esting, considering all the building blocks
could have potentially originated from
prebiotic mixtures. This raises interesting
questions about nature’s criteria for an
evolving system of nucleic acids.
Taking a related expanded-size
approach, Inouye has recently designed
an artificial genetic set composed entirely
of nonnatural C-glycosides in which
added length is conferred by an ethynyl
group (Doi et al., 2008). The recognition of
these bases relies on six-member hetero-
cycles with Watson-Crick-like hydrogen-
bonding faces (iG*:iC*, three hydrogen
bonds, A*:T* two hydrogen bonds), linked
to the C10 of deoxyribose by the ethynyl
spacer. Oligomers composed of these
unnatural bases formed highly stable,
antiparallel duplexes and triplexes, and
displayed selectivity against mismatches
as well.
Matsuda and coworkers have synthe-
sized base pairs that increase not only
the C10-C10 glycosidic distance relative
to natural DNA, but also the number of
hydrogen bonds (Minakawa et al., 2003;
Hikishima et al., 2005). It was found that
the addition of one imidazopyridopyrimi-
dine (NN, OO, ON, NO) base pair in DNA
did not add any thermal stabilization to
the duplex relative to an A:T or G:C base
pair. However, with the addition of con-
secutive imidazopyridopyrimidine base
pairs (up to three), substantial duplex
stabilization relative to the natural
sequence could be seen, likely due to
favorable aromatic stacking and relief of
backbone strain (Minakawa et al., 2003).
Although helices composed entirely of
imidazopyridopyrimidine base pairs have
not yet been reported, such bases and
pairs seem quite promising.
The work to date aimed at developing
alternative genetic systems has clearly
yielded base-pairing systems that func-
tion very well in assembly, affording highly
stable helices with selective base pairing.
Thus they have the potential to store infor-
mation (in some cases, large amounts of
information). However, it is not yet clear
whether this information can be read and
transferred, which are clearly required
for a functioning genetic system. One
challenge in this regard is to find enzymes
that can accept the unnatural geometriesª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedof such pairs and helices (Gloeckner et al.,
2007; Xia et al., 2002); as it stands now,
such large systems are expected to be
alien to natural polymerases, which for
the most part evolved to process the
natural geometry and exclude molecules
that do not fit.
Future Outlook
Although the chemical and biophysical
knowledge of DNA is becoming more
complete by use of nonnatural bases
and pairs, the implications on the larger
biological system of replacing these
chemical parts is relatively new, and
requires more research. In addition, the
redesign of more complex biological
components such as the natural polymer-
ases is a challenging task that clearly
deserves much more work. As more
research is done with unnatural base
pair design, alternative genetic systems,
and polymerases, synthetic biologists
will come closer to the goal of under-
standing and redesigning living systems
to further benefit science and technology.
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